ONSITE SEO FOR OFFSITE SALES
How we helped a landscaping materials company optimize their site’s
code, visibility, and user experience to drive offline sales

CLIENT
◊

◊

CHALLENGE

Landscaping materials
company whose products were
too large for them to consider
ecommerce

◊

Wanted to increase organic
traffic as well as actions
on “Where to Buy” page  
(indicator of offline sales)

◊

Site’s technical health,
navigation, architecture, and
content damaged rankings and
user experience
Site would undergo a front-end
redesign and a comprehensive
relaunch during our
engagement

SOLUTION
◊

Fix all technical issues for easy
search indexing

◊

Refine navigation to direct
users to and through
conversion paths

◊

Increased keyword rankings for
product terms most used by
customers

OUTCOMES

ORGANIC TRAFFIC

CONVERSIONS

ORGANIC TRAFFIC

18% 72% 105%
IN ONE YEAR
IN ONE YEAR
OVER FIVE YEARS

◊ Average position for product keywords went from 31 to 11 in just 15 months
◊ Number of relevant top-10 keywords more than doubled in those 15 months
◊ Following a site-wide relaunch, organic traffic recovered in one month, then
showed average year-over-year growth of 30.75% for the next six months
(un)Common Logic

The company wanted to implement a conversion directive on their
website, which previously focused exclusively on educational
information. They approached (un)Common Logic to increase organic
traffic, user engagement, and offline sales.

Because of the sheer size of the products, the company avoided ecommerce, instead directing visitors to
physical locations where they could acquire the materials. The goal of their conversion journey was for a user
to visit their “Where to Buy” page, search for a nearby retailer, then leave the site, presumably to go get the
materials.

AUDIT

The client engagement began with an in-depth audit of their website’s code, organization, content, and user
experience. We also examined their offsite presence, including social profiles and backlinks. And most importantly, we analyzed their goals and strategy for SEO, investigated the competitive landscape, and conducted
thorough keyword research.
Through our years of experience in optimization, we have developed a model of an ideal SEO approach:

Desired Result: CONVERSIONS
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Offsite
Presence

◊  Backlinks from High-Authority Sites
◊  Social Profiles Claimed, Optimized & Updated
◊  Online Identity Consistent & Accurate

Content
& Metacontent

◊  All Metacontent Present & Correct
◊  All Content Meets Users’ Needs & Goals
◊  All Media Tagged & Organized

Architectural Soundness

◊  Information Correctly Structured
◊  Page Consistent with Search Query
◊  Correctly Structured URLs

Intuitive User Experience

◊  Low-Friction Lead Forms
◊  Clear Navigation
◊  Mobile Optimization
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◊ Constant
Optimization

g&

◊ User Information &
Behavior Tracked
◊ Consistent, Timely
Reports

tio
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tim

◊ All Relevant Events Tagged
& Tracked

iza

◊ Analytics Codes Implemented

n

◊ Metrics Aligned with Goals

Strong Technical Foundation
Strategy, Analysis & Research
(un)Common Logic

◊  Robots.txt & Sitemaps Correct
◊  Server Response Codes Good
◊  Reasonable Page Load Time
◊  Clear, Strategic Goals
◊  Competitive Analysis
◊  Keyword Research
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AUDIT RESULTS

While the client’s in-house team had done many things right, their SEO still had room for improvement.

Conversions Needed Improvement
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◊ Only One Metric Tracked
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◊ Inconsistent Implementation
of Analytics Code
◊ Events Not Tagged or
Tracked

Content
& Metacontent

◊  Most Metacontent Missing or Duplicate
◊  Low-Engagement Content Featured
◊  Few Images, None with Tags

Architectural Soundness

Tra

ck

i ng

◊  Few Backlinks
◊  Social Profiles Claimed but Not Optimized
◊  Online Identity Inconsistent

◊  Internal Linking Inconsistent
◊  Large Amounts of Duplicate Content
◊  Architecture Elevated Wrong Pages

Intuitive User Experience

An

aly

tic

s,

◊ Goals Not Set Up
to Track Relevant
Actions

&O

◊ User Information &
Behavior Not Tracked

Offsite
Presence

Strong Technical Foundation
Strategy, Analysis & Research

TECHNICAL SEO

◊

Previous efforts had focused on blogging – which is
definitely important for growing quality organic traffic – but had neglected the technical aspects of the
website that were undermining all the work the client
had done.
Technical SEO isn’t just about improving how a
website’s code appears to search engine bots; most
technical improvements will also enhance the user
experience:
◊

◊

Unique, informative titles and meta descriptions
help search bots index a site’s pages—and because these titles and descriptions are what visitors see on the search engine results page (SERP),
they provide crucial information that can sway the
decision to click on a result

◊  Friction in Lead Forms
◊  Confusing Navigation
◊  Not Mobile-Optimized
◊  Robots.txt & Sitemaps Incorrect
◊  Many 404 Pages
◊  Very Long Page Load Time
◊  Site Not Aligned with Goals
◊  Keywords Didn’t Match
   Goals or Content

A website free of server status error codes
(302/7, 404, 5XX) signals health and stability to a
search engine—and doesn’t frustrate visitors

Unfortunately, the company’s website had issues in
all the categories listed above, providing many opportunities for improvement:
◊

Many pages lacked correct title tags, and while
some had meta descriptions, they were often duplicated throughout the site

◊

Inefficient code, including un-compacted JavaScript, non-compressed images and un-leveraged
browser caching, caused page load speed to be
needlessly slow

◊

17% of the site’s pages returned a 404 Page Not
Found server code

Pages that load quickly boost SEO performance—
and keep visitors happy. A slow-loading page is a
soon-abandoned page

(un)Common Logic
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USER EXPERIENCE
It might seem that user experience (UX) has no
relevance to search engines, but that’s not the case.
Every major algorithm update from Google in the past
several years has included more sophisticated tools
to measure UX and placed more importance on UX as
a ranking factor. Search engines can grade a page’s
content, gauge the likelihood that a page will meet
the user’s needs, and even “read” a page’s layout.
The client’s site had several issues that damaged the
user experience and thus SEO as well:
◊

◊

◊

Several layers of navigation (top menu, side menu,
bottom menu) made for a confusing layout and
a very confusing user experience, especially as
these menus all had a few items in common. One
clear navigation option establishes prioritization of
the most important categories or topics on a site
for search engines and searchers alike
The lack of an internal search function made it
difficult for visitors to find information once they
were on the site. Visitors who use internal search
tend to be more interested in the site’s topic and
content than average users; entice these visitors
to stay and engage further with a simple internal
search option
Navigation between category pages could be very
frustrating to users: multiple category-level pages
pointed or linked back to other category pages or
the subcategory pages of other categories. There
was no apparent internal linking strategy, creating
friction in the customer journey

SITE ARCHITECTURE
Again, a well-structured site architecture boosts a
site’s standing with bots and people; bots like knowing how a site is organized and people like knowing
where to find their desired content. Additionally, organizational structure directs search engines on how
to classify and rank the importance of a site’s pages.
Hierarchical architecture over-valued company-centric pages such as “About Us” while under-valuing
conversion-oriented pages. This setup indicated, to

EVERY MAJOR ALGORITHM
UPDATE FROM GOOGLE IN THE
PAST SEVERAL YEARS HAS
PLACED MORE IMPORTANCE
ON USER EXPERIENCE AS A
RANKING FACTOR.
both bots and people, that the most important information on the site was about the company rather
than the user.

CONTENT
As with technical SEO, content best practices appeal to search bots and users alike. A website full of
unique content will perform much better than one
with duplicate content, whether those duplicates occur within one site or in connection with another site.
Like many companies in their space, they had two
markets: contractors and DIY homeowners. Thus, it
made sense for them to have two separate websites.
However, these sites were separate in name only; the
content was identical. Not only was this harming their
SEO performance, it was confusing to visitors.
There were also strategic issues with content. Previously, the company had prioritized providing education on their site; as a result, the site was full of
informational pages. These pages contained useful
info, but their visitor engagement metrics, including
time on page and exit rate, were very disappointing.
While these pages were important to the company,
they weren’t offering what visitors were searching for.
Our keyword research identified gaps between relevant keywords and the actual content on the site.
However, we also found irrelevant keywords were
being tracked, diluting overall understanding of true
website visibility in the company’s core focus areas.

(un)Common Logic
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ANALYTICS AND TRACKING
While the client recognized the importance of analytics, implementation of tracking codes and tags
had been inconsistent. They were tracking the most
important activity on their site: a user visiting the

“Where to Buy” page. However, because that was
the only activity they were tracking, it had no context
regarding the rest of the site. Thus, they had no way
to prioritize their content.

FAST FIXES

Because SEO is a long-term endeavor, “fast” in this context means within the first year of our engagement
with the client.

TECHNICAL SEO
Seemingly simple technical fixes can have a
significant impact on search-ability, visibility,
and traffic.
◊

◊

Organic Traffic, First Year - 18.2% YoY Growth
2,500

We fixed a major issue with the sitemap:
new pages had been created but the sitemap.xml file hadn’t been updated to reflect
this new content. While creation of a sitemap doesn’t directly cause search engines
to index these pages, it is a positive signal
to search engines that the pages are of
enough quality to be indexed.

2,000
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1,000
500
0

We updated the site’s robots.txt file to give search
engines more clear directions for how to crawl the
site
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FIRST YEAR WITH US

◊

We recommended technical and back-end changes that reduced page load time from 6.7 seconds
to 3.6 seconds

◊

By adding event tracking, we could identify the
specific actions users took on a page, such as
clicking “Search” for Where to Buy or “Submit” for
a contact form

◊

While the site’s purpose wasn’t e-commerce, they
did sell design kits, which were almost as strong
an indicator of purchase intent for the company’s
main product line as usage of the “Where to Buy”
page. So we added e-commerce tracking and funnel tracking to determine the user actions leading
to a kit purchase.

GOALS, CONVERSIONS, AND TRACKING
Initially, the client tracked one metric along one dimension: the number of visits to the “Where to Buy” page.
However, this gave them no insight into how users had
reached the conversion page, nor of how they had interacted with the search tool on that page. We implemented three levels of tracking to improve the quantity
and quality of data, so it could provide insights into
how to support and enhance the buyer journey.
◊

We added goals to their analytics platform to
measure user engagement with online design
tools, design PDFs, and graphical content such as
a product comparison chart

(un)Common Logic
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FRONT-END REDESIGN
After our first year with the client, they gave their
website a makeover to reflect our recommendations
for people- and bot-friendly organization and user
experience.

◊

We determined which content was most relevant
to the site’s highest-traffic searches and featured
that content instead of company-focused pages

◊

We assisted their web designers with back-end
SEO, such as fixing a robots.txt file that was
blocking the entire site

IMPROVEMENTS
◊

We updated the look and feel of the site to increase trust and user engagement

RESULTS
Before:
1. This was the most important conversion on the site, but it was overshadowed by other elements on the page
2. Top navigation
3. Additional top navigation
4. Side navigation

Follow us

LOGO

2

1

BLOG

Home | Why Buy | Building Plans | Our Products | Eco-Friendly

Where to buy our products Zip Code

3

HEADLINE HEADLINE HEADLINE

Learn More

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy
nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi
Decks
Fences

Find

Homeowners | Do-It-Yourself | Contractors | Architects

7

4

Landscaping
Garden Structures
Lawn Furniture
Porches
Interiors

5. Bottom navigation
6. Bottom navigation included content
links mixed with logistical links such
as “Contact Us” and “Sitemap”
7. “Learn More” is a murky call to action
– plus this button competes with the
primary “Where to Buy” CTA

After:

Our Blog

Our Industry

Reduce Environmental Impact

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh
euismod tincidunt ut

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh
euismod tincidunt ut

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh
euismod tincidunt ut

Home | Why Our Product | Building Plans | Our Products | Eco-Friendly | Product Maintenance

2

LOGO

Search Our Sit e

Outdoor Projects

1. The most important actions for users
are now clearly marked with buttons
in contrasting colors

Sed Diam Nonummy Nibh Euis
Mod Tincidunt ut Laoreet Dolore

2. Internal site search to increase user
engagement

dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat,
vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et
accumsan et iusto.

3. Just one navigation bar

vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu
feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio
dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis

4. Featured content includes new conversion-oriented pages and regularly
updated content on the blog

5

Why Buy from Us | Acout Us | Contact Us | Our Blog | Product Videos | Terms of Use | Site Map

6
New! Construction Kits

Go

Indoor Projects

Design & Build Kits

3

1

Where to Buy

Learn About Our Product

Blog

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed
diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore
magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam,
quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut
aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in

dolore te feugait nulla

The Latest from Our Blog

4

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh
euismod tincidunt ut

(un)Common Logic

NEW! Construction Kits

NEW! Free Design Tool

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh
euismod tincidunt ut

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh
euismod tincidunt ut
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THE RELAUNCH
Almost 2 years into our engagement, the
client was ready to relaunch their website in
line with our recommendations. The previous
year’s redesign focused on customer-facing
factors, including page layout and on-page
navigation to guide visitors to desired actions.

Server Status Codes by No. of Pages
2,500
2,000
1,500

While there was a site redesign in the prior
year, this was an actual relaunch, focused on
the back-end aspects of the site: the code
itself, its organization, URL structure and meta
content, and all the other factors that are
visible to search engine bots and contribute to
visibility, ranking, and user experience.
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RELAUNCH YEAR

Year-Over-Year Organic Traffic
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0
BEFORE US

MAY

YEAR 1

NOVEMBER

RELAUNCH

AVERAGE

YEAR 3

301 (OK REDIRECT)

200 (OK)

This was a perfect opportunity to reorganize the site’s content, purge duplicate content, correct server codes,
ensure perfect alignment between
robots.txt files and sitemaps, and
improve user flow. The overall health
of the site saw an instant boost.

Organic Traffic Before & After Relaunch

NOV

POST-RELAUNCH

YEAR 4

The relaunch occurred in April and
May of our second year with the
client. It’s common for websites to experience a “relaunch rebound,” a brief
drop in traffic following a migration or
major back-end relaunch, such as this
one.
Post-relaunch, the client’s traffic was
down 20.14% from May the previous year. However, the following
month, traffic was up 20.62% from
June the previous year. The “relaunch
rebound” was short and quickly
remedied, and organic traffic showed
an average year-over-year growth of
30.75% for the next six months.

LINEAR (AVERAGE)

(un)Common Logic
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KEYWORD RANKINGS
While keyword rankings certainly don’t tell the whole
story of SEO success, they do give clear insight into a
site’s visibility for relevant keywords.
Over five quarters (15 months), we were able to
move all the listings for the client’s most relevant keywords to position 60 and above, with 88% of them at
position 30 or higher, and 46% in the top 10 results.

Note: Changes to search engine results page listings
since 2016 have made it impossible to determine
what page a listing would land on. Previously, positions 1-10 generally indicated that a listing would
be on the first page; now, with the addition of many
different types of featured results, even the top 3 positions aren’t guaranteed to land on page 1.

Positions for Most Relevant Keywords
100%
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TOP 3

We also saw significant increases in the rankings for product-related keywords, which were most likely to
drive conversions.

Average Ranking for Product Keywords
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CONVERSIONS
Not surprisingly, organic conversions
fluctuated with organic traffic through the
seasons, and both were affected by the
relaunch in Q2 of Year 2. However, overall
increased organic conversions even more
than we increased organic traffic.  

Organic Conversions vs. Organic Traffic
700

3,000
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2,000

400
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300

While the relaunch had a more drastic
effect on conversions than on traffic, by
Q1 of the following year, conversions had
rebounded; in fact, that year would see an
average 72.18% growth in conversions.
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CONVERSIONS

OVERALL RESULTS
SEO is a long game, especially when
demand for the product is extremely
seasonal. Month-over-month or quarter-over-quarter metrics could look
brilliant or dismal depending on which
months or quarters are being measured. However, when viewed yearover-year, a strong, steady growth is
clear.

Monthly Organic Traffic Growth Over 5 Years
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Year-over-Year Organic Traffic by Quarter
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TAKEAWAYS
SEO is a marathon, not a sprint. Any SEO consultant
who promises to put your company on the first page
of a search engine in two weeks or less should be
questioned about their methods or avoided completely. Instead, the path to long-term, sustainable SEO
growth is best achieved through a data-driven approach that looks beyond traffic and rankings to optimize for leads, sales, and revenue. This case captures
several essential points of our SEO philosophy.

◊

Invest the time, reap the rewards:
In most cases, it takes time to see the results from
SEO. Visible changes can take anywhere from 6
to 12 months, depending on the technical and
architectural issues of the existing site. However,
that growth will be consistent and long-lasting,
because it’s based on a strong technical foundation, alignment with strategic goals, and a deep
understanding of user needs.

Never lose sight of the important metrics:
High position rankings are great for visibility, but
it’s just as important to optimize a website’s content and user experience to maximize the return
on the increased traffic through conversions. After
all, traffic by itself won’t grow revenue or a company.

◊

Always be testing and optimizing:
Never settle for “good enough” or “what worked
before.” Keep seeking ways to improve performance, optimize the user experience, remove friction from the conversion process, and introduce
beneficial innovations.

◊

(un)Common Logic solves the hard problems in digital marketing by using data to
uncover surprising details, then using human intelligence to leverage that information for
uncommon results. Visit www.uncommonlogic.com or reach us directly at contactus@
uncommonlogic.com.
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